Hamilton Beach® Professional Sous Vide Slow Cooker

Innovation: Once only found in high-end restaurants, sous vide cooking is now an accessible option for the home kitchen. With the Hamilton Beach® Professional Sous Vide Slow Cooker, consumers can have a multi-functional countertop appliance with the ability to be used as a sous vide water oven or slow cooker.

Sous Vide Cooking: Using precisely controlled water temperatures, the sous vide method cooks foods evenly from edge to edge to the desired doneness. Simply place food in a sous vide ready plastic bag and add to the water. Foods will not overcook because the temperature does not change during the cooking process. It can be used for cooking meats, poultry, eggs, fruits, vegetables and even desserts. The water can be set from 104°F to 210°F and can be programmed to cook between one and 72 hours.

Slow Cooking: Having hot, homemade meals ready made with walkaway convenience is the reason slow-cookers are so popular. This has a 6-quart capacity, and the insert is nonstick for easy cleanup. The slow cooking mode is programmable with two temperature settings; it will cook up to 8 hours on HI or 16 hours on LO.

Versatility: Meals can be prepped in the morning and can cook using either sous vide or slow cooking methods while you are away. Come home to a fully cooked meal. A recipe book is included.

Details
Hamilton Beach® Professional Sous Vide Slow Cooker
Model: 33970
Available: September 2016
MSRP: $129.99

About Hamilton Beach® Professional
With a strong heritage and commitment to quality, innovation, and excellence, the commercial division of Hamilton Beach Brands, Inc. has over 100 years of experience designing, developing, and marketing commercial products. Hamilton Beach® Commercial is highly regarded for its full line of innovative products found in hotels, restaurants, and bars worldwide. Combining this commercial product experience with extensive research of consumer needs, Hamilton Beach Professional was created. It brings the company’s Good Thinking® philosophy to the kitchens of accomplished home cooks, allowing users to achieve professional results at home. Durable quality construction, attention to detail, and exceptional performance are all merged with professional styling to complement home kitchens. All Hamilton Beach Professional products are backed by a 5-year limited warranty.
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